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This invention relates=toan improved method 
of baling or- packaging~;f0r_ shipment and con-_ 
venience‘in handling and’ storage‘empty paper, 
cotton, burlap, and open mesh bags, whereby 
the operation of shipping such bags ‘from’ the 
factory to the ‘ ‘distributor-n and; user ‘is ~ greatly 
facilitated. ' ‘ ' ' 

.In recent years the ‘cost of handling materials, 
into, around- and, out pie-factories’ and; mills has 
risen steadily - until- now-twenty-?ve - to vseventy 
?ve , per cent of~=the ‘plant's, direct pay roll may 
go into material~handling operations. While 
modern production?techniques have reduced 
manufacturing ‘costs {to a 1 minimum, 7 material 
handling ‘ techniques » have not advanced: as fast 
as those'of production.» ~~It;_is ‘therefore’ highly 
desirable-that some~--method>__or means _he;_pro~ 
vided whereby ~ the~materialj handling operations 
may be expedited to‘ bring them substantially 
up to a par with manufacturing operations.’ I 
The novel .method ,-of ;balingv’ or - packaging 

empty. ,bags- herein disclosed is the result tofflo'ng 
and vcostly .experimentali-wor-k ‘ in - an attempt "to 
produce such a a - method which -_ will" lrnaterriailfy 
reduce handling-costs,‘ and also’ to_ provide means 
whereby a plurality-of»emptyibagsil regardless 
of sizehandshapemmay be packedrt’og'etherito 
form bales, each Ieontaini-ng- a! predetermined 
number of “empty-mags, said bales; beinglrso 
formed that they may ~readi-lyg3be transported‘ 
aboutv from “place to Q place with conventional 
equipment, .. - such? as ~ tractors, \ trailers, ‘ power 

forks,’ and ‘various other-(types‘of conveying- vap 
paratus, and also~wherebyithe~ operation of stor 
ing theemptyibags is‘greatly facilitatedjaslwell -. - 
as. the handlingofy<bags_;-around_ machines ‘:or 
equipment where. the-bagsrare to- be @?lled with 
a product for subsequentdistrihution.‘ " ’ ‘ 

An important objector-the» present invention 
therefore is. to/provide- anwimproved-3methodpf 
packaging empty bagsof-all sizes, shapes and 
materials‘, 'whereby- the ‘operations of --handling 
the empty ; bags 1 in ‘shipments,T storage, ;'-or'> ~in 
plants orv mills, wheregthe (empty-1 bags “are sub 
sequently» ?lled‘ with; varioussproducts: may be 
greatly‘ facilitated._ and“ -expedited,~ resulting v in' ‘a 
material. reduction ins-‘thei- cost of» handling the 
bags. 7 

A further objects-Visitor provide-wan‘ improved 
method ,of packaging-empty bags to facilitate 
handling and- storagerwhich; consists seour? 
ing together, a- predetermined number of empty‘ 
flat bags to form-‘a bale'zandtheirbags in‘v said'ibmale 
being" disposed-in ro?s'et-fand overlapping‘ rela 
tion,,.wherebyl when theabale- has‘been' completed; 
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thejb'ags therein areenot likely to become dis 
arranged‘in thevba'le; and a ?exible outer en-I 
closingmember being‘wrapped about the bags 
tocompletetthe bale.‘ I ‘ ‘ ' ’ 

_A further ‘objeet is to provide an improved 
method of packaging‘, empty bags which consists 
inplacing a' suitable covering member orwrap 
per upon a pallet which has sufficient rigidity to 
adequately vsupport thebags, and then arrange 
ing the bags" in small groups or bundles ‘and 
placing saidw bundles " on the wrapper supported 
on-the'pallet, theggroups of bag bundles‘ being 
placed" ‘on the pallet: in' tiers “with the: bags ‘of 
one tier being disposedin crosswise relationffto 
the/bags ofa'n adjacent tier, ‘and so on iintil the 
bale-h‘as'fbeen eom'pietedte' itsdesired size, after 
which» the wrapper" or outer 'enelosingmember 
is folded about the stack of bags ‘and ?rmlyse 
cured thereto to 's’ealjthe‘ bagsagainst foreign 
mattenand whereby the operation vof‘transport- 
ing and handling the bagsis' greatly facilitated. 
Other objects of ‘the invention reside in" the 

'unique manner‘ in which‘ the bags vof each group 
or bundle vof bags are o?‘set'in a directionlength~ 
wise of the bag "bodies'lthereby tov reduce the 
thickness of the bottomfen’ds'of the biindlesmso 
that’ as each-'tier' of "bag bundles has been, com 
ple'ted,- it wilfbesubstantially'uniform in thick 
ness over its entire area; in the construction'of 
the pallets which ‘may ‘be made of various mate 
rials suita-ble'fo'r the'_purp_ose,_ and which pallets 
may have a plurality of supporting element'sor 
legs secured to the bottom thereof for upwardly 
spacing the pallets-‘from the floor to‘facilitate 
inserting liftingfforksnor otherv bag handling 
equipment under the loaded pallets,‘ particularly 
when'the "bales- are of large size;~ and in, the 
manner o'f’i‘s'tackingthe ‘bags in tiers upon a 
suitable‘ pallet, whichepallet' may, m; some in 
stances, "be secured to-‘thebale to“ become ‘a part 
thereof." These and other objects of the inven} 
tion and thé‘means "fore'thjeir attainmen't‘ywill 
be-rnore apparent fromelthe' following description 
taken? in‘ eonriection with r the accompanying 
drawings. " " I " '5 " 7 

In the accompenymgdrewings there. hasbsen 
disclosed ‘a "strncture'des‘igned to carry Qout'fthe 
various objectsv of the invention, but itis tobe 
understood that.‘ the invention .is not confined to 
the I exact features shown, 'as' various changes 

whichv follow; " _~~ ' . 
i In ‘the drawings: , 

Figurel is a, plan view of a. partially completed 
bal‘elshowing'av complete tier of small‘groiips 
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or bundles of empty bags placed upon a suitable 
supporting structure, the top bags of each bundle 
or group of bags being offset in a direction 
lengthwise of the bag bodies, thereby to make 
the tier uniform in thickness; 

Figure 2 is a side elevation of Figure 1, showing 
the bags of each group of bags offset or “feath 
ered” in a direction lengthwise of the bag bodies, 
thereby to reduce the thickness of the bottom 
or thick ends of the bag bundles; 

Figure 3 is a plan view partially in section, 
showing how the bundles of bags in the second or 
adjacent tier are disposed in right angular rela 
tion to the bundles in the ?rst tier; 

Figure 4 is an end view of Figure 3; 
Figure 5 is a perspective view showing a bale 

completed to receive the top semi-rigid protect 
ing member; ‘ 
Figure 6 is a perspective view of a single bundle 

of bags having satchel bottoms, showing one end 
of the bundle thicker than its opposite end be 
cause all of the bags in the bundle have their 
bottom ends at the same end of the bundle; 

Figure '7 is a view similar to Figure 6 showing 
a bundle of bags having V bottoms; 

’ Figure 8 is a perspective view of a bale or 
‘package completed to receive the outer ?exible 
protecting sheet or member; 

_ Figure 9 is a perspective view of a completed 
bale, showing it positioned upon a suitable pallet 
having legs to space it from the floor whereby 
conventional lifting forks may be inserted there 
under to facilitate transporting the bale from 
one place to another; 
Figure 10 is a perspective view of a bundleof 

textile bags of the type wherein each bag body 
has a seam at its bottom end and one along one 
side of its body; 
Figure 11 is a View similar to Figure 10, show 

ing a group of bags of a slightly different type; 
Figure 12 is a perspective view showing the 

preferred manner of arranging the bundles of 
textile bags on the pallet to form the ?rst tier; 

Figure 13 is a view similar to Figure 12, but 
showing the preferred arrangement of the bags 
in the next or second tier; 
_ Figure 14 is a perspective view showing a com 
pleted bale of textile bags, ready for shipment; 
and 
Figure 15 is a schematic view illustrating the 

preferred manner of arranging bags of different 
sizes‘and shapes in the bales. 
To carry out the novel invention herein dis 

closed, ,the bags to be packaged for shipment 
are ?rst arranged in a plurality of groups or 
bundles, each such group containing a prede 
termined number of empty bags, as for example 
twenty-?ve. To simplify explanation, the bag 
groups above referred to will hereinafter be 
termed “bundles,” although it is to be under 
stood the bags constituting each such bundle are 
not tied or otherwise secured together by a cord 
or other securing element, but are simply loosely 
placed, one upon another in the same relation 
relative to one another, as best illustrated in 
Figures 6 and '7. 
Because of the manner in which the bottoms 

of the individual bags are folded in the manufac 
ture of the bags, the bottom end of each bag body 
is thicker than its top end, whereby when a bun 
dle has received its predetermined number of 
bags, one end thereof will be relatively thicker 
than its opposite end, as illustrated in Figures 2, 
4, 6 and 7. 

After the individual bags have been arranged 
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in bundles of twenty-five bags each, a plurality 
of such bundles are placed upon a pallet which 
may be constructed of any suitable material hav 
ing su?icient stiffness or rigidity to support the 
desired number of bag bundles thereon. The 
bag bundles designated by the numeral 3, are 
arranged on the pallet in tiers, the bags being 
placed upon opposite ends of the pallet with the 
tops of the bags’ directed inwardly and with the 
inner ends of longitudinally aligned bundles 
overlapped, as clearly illustrated in Figures 1 and 
2. In these ?gures the bag bundles of the first 
tier are designated by the reference characters 
A, B, C and D, which represents the order in 
which they are placed on the pallet to complete 
each longitudinal row of bags in each tier. 
Another important feature of the invention 

resides in the unique manner in which the bag 
bundles are placed on the pallet to form each 
tier of bundles. Because of one end of each 
bundle being thicker than the opposite end 
thereof, the upper bags of each of bundles A and 
B are offset longitudinally of the bag bodies in 
an inward direction, whereby the top ends of 
the upper bags of bundles A and B are overlapped 
a relatively greater degree than are the remain 
ing bags in said bundles, as will be clearly under 
stood by reference to Figure 2. To facilitate 
handling the bags, or inserting them into ma 
terial packaging machines, the individual bags 
of each bundle are desirably maintained in sub 
stantially a flat condition. This makes it neces 
sary to place additional bundles C and D on 
top of the inner or top end portions of bundles 
A and B, with the bags of bundles C and D longi 
tudinally offset, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, 
whereby the ?rst tier, generally designated by 
the numeral 4, will be of substantially uniform 
thickness over its entire area. 
Following completion of the ?rst tier 4, the 

second tier, generally designatedby the numeral 
5, is placed on top of tier 4 with the bags thereof 
similarly disposed, but in right angular relation 
to the bags of tier 4. In other words, the bag 
bundles of tier 5 are arranged in crosswise rela 
tion to the bag bundles of tier 4, and are similarly 
longitudinally offset or stepped to equalize the 
thickness of tier 5 and insure that all of the bags 
in the bale, when the bale is completed, will be 
substantially ?at and free of unnecessary folds 
or wrinkles. The bag bundles are stacked in 
alternate tiers 4 and 5 from the bottom to the 
top of the bale, as illustrated in Figure 5, which 
is shown comprising eleven tiers. 
When the individual bag bundles 3 are thus 

longitudinally offset or “feathered,” the ?nished 
bale will be substantially free of voids, and it will 
be of substantially uniform ?rmness over its en 
tire area, as will be understood by reference to 
Figure 5, whereby it may readily be wrapped and 
tied as next to be described. 
To assure that the bags in each bale will be 

maintained smooth and ?at, supporting sheets of 
a suitable ?exible material, such as crimp paper, 
or any other material_which will provide the 
necessary support and protection for the bags, are 
placed at the top and bottom of the bags of each 
bale, as best shown at 2 and 6 in Figure 8. The 
members 2 and 6 are preferably sized as shown 
in Figure 8, after which suitable cords or ties ‘I 
and 8 are wrapped around the entire bale, in 
cluding the members 2 and 6, thereby to ?rmly 
secure the bags in position in the bale. 
Because of the bag bodies of adjacent or alter 

nate tiers being overlapped and longitudinally 
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offset, _ as phereinbefcre- described, “the bags - con 
stitiitir'ig'fthe'. bale" shown “in Z'Fi‘gure', 13- will be, .so 
?rmly‘secufed‘iinthe balatha't the'lbalewill-i‘riain 
rain" ‘its ‘maria; . ‘shape ~even . when subjected ~ to 
rough handl‘niig." f y _ 

’ To complete,‘ the ' bale Jfor' shipment,- flexible 
outer-protecting or cover vrrlen'rbters'la- are wrapped 
about the partially completed ~ bale, shown in 
Figure 8, ‘and :suitably secured thereto ‘by ‘cords 
or ties- ll ‘and-12, 'asishown in'Figure 9,-thereby to 
complete the bale. “Tolfacilitate handling the 
?nished jbales, theyniay- be secured to thepallets 
I bypassing cords or ties - Hl~under :thepallets; as 
shown in; Figurevv 9. 
To ' facilitate {Wrapping the . outer; ‘protecting 

members or-s_heets=9 about theebala-said sheets 
may Ebeplaced - upon the .~ pallet ‘before stacking 
thebag bundles thereon, as-indicatedin dotted 
lines’ in~Figure~9. -,In such casesethe ?rst-tier. of 

' ‘ bag bundles is-iplaced-directlyupon-the covering 
sheets~9, upon the pallet, and-the stacking of the 
tiers ofbagbundles upon- the pallet then pro 
ceedsjuntil' the balehas been completed. 
~It; will also be understood that when vthe above 

procedure is followed, the'tie cords or securing 
elements- ll and-12 are-placed on the pallet be 
neath<=sheets»9, so‘that when-the sheets 9 have 
been wrapped about the bale, the cords may be 
wrapped vthereabout and ---tied~to ‘complete vthe 
formation‘of thebale. When the outer -protect— 
ing‘sheets are Iwrapped'about the bale and se 
cured thereto,~,as above described, the bale may be 
removed from’ thellpalletiwithout removing the 
outer, wrapping members. 1 
In Figures lO-Jto 14,2inclusive,=the invention is 

shown-applied to itheipacka'ging-of textile bags. 
In'Figure lo'there' isshowna bagibody l3 formed 
from f-a' singleblank of flat fabric,’ folded upon» it 
self‘and- stitchedalong-one- side as shown at M, 
and across one end, as-shown at- l5,v to complete 
the formation of the bag body. The’opposite end 
of the bag body is open inform the usual :mouth 
thereof; 

In'fi'igurev 11 there is-shown a bag body is made 
from a single tubular blank stitched across one 
end-lasishb'wln at ‘1771 to ia’compl'ete' 'I the‘ ;bag body. 
The bag bodiesr¢i3~andnl65; are merely ‘illustrative 
of textile bags in general, as obviously other types 
of textile bags may be packaged in accordance 
with the present‘ invention"without departing 
from the scope" of" the claims. ’ , H 

" The ~bundles ‘of "textile 'bags because of, "the in 
herent' ‘flexibility of such bagsf'are stacked‘ :be 
twf'eensupporting‘members ‘2 and "6 in a manner 
similar ‘to the‘ bags‘shown‘in the previous ?gures. 
Wrapping sheets 'or'outer ‘protecting members 'I 8 
and it are thereafter'wrapped'“about the stacked 
bagbundl'es and tied‘by"suitablebords or"ties“as 
shtwn in‘ Figure ‘'14, " 
To facilitate Wrapping the outer protective 

sheets or members l8 and is about the bag 
bundles, they are previously placed upon a pallet 
l in cross-wise relation, as shown in Figures 12 
and 13, and the ?rst tier of bag bundles indicated 
by the numeral 2|, is then stacked upon the top 
sheet or member 19. Each tier is shown com 
prising three bag bundles, two of which are dis 
posed in edge to edge parallel relation, and the 
third bundle in cross-wise relation to the first 
two with one of its side edges abutting the ad 
jacent ends of the other two bundles, as clearly 
illustrated in Figure 12. 
To equalize the thickness of the tier, the three 

bag bundles are arranged with their thick ends 
positioned as shown. 
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in theseeond .tienindicatedby, the numeral. 22. 
the farrangementwof L the 'bilgs~ is r'qppo?té‘m' that 
of i the T‘bundles Lin- tier “#1, and .when .the ‘proper 
number .ior, tiers‘ have been stacked. one upon 
another, as above describedthe bundles of adja-‘ 
cent‘ tiers willJoelso. overlapped with one another 
that at very solid; and compact ‘"b‘ale is "formed. 
Also-.because'ofgthe staggered arrangement of'the 
bag‘. bottoms ithroughout .the completed; bale, _ 
there wi1lbe-_no.-tendency :of the .bag'ssettling‘ or 
becoming more compact ‘in ‘some areas...o'f1the 
bale, thereby assuring that,the bags in each ‘bale 
willbedelivered totheinde‘stina'tions. in asmooth, 
unwrinliled condition. .. ’ p 

.The ,cover-ing. .sheets I 1'8 .and .19 may * then ‘ be 
wrapped about Y the stacked‘ bundles or ' the "bale 
and ‘suitably secured thereto .by cords ' or ties,__aS 
hereinbefore described, and as-illustrated infEig‘é. 
ure .14, whereby 'thebalef isic‘ompleted, ready" for 
‘shipment, aswlill readily-be understood. ‘ ‘ 

'In Figure 14’ it will be noted. that certainiof. the 
tie strings or cords pass un‘der'the pallet'l where 
by thev pallet'becomes in e?ect a'part'ofthe bale 
and 'is transportable ! therewith. The . pallet lis 
proferabl'y provided with ‘blocks ‘or .' feet “23 i'for' 
spacing the‘ pallet " from‘ ' the‘ ‘floor: to _ permit " the 

insertion ‘of lifting ‘forks "unden'the‘jpalle?to 
transport the bale. , 
‘In some cases it maybadesired to‘ complete‘ the 

bale independently‘of thepal'letfor; the 'bale'may 
be placed upon "a ' ‘disposable pallet.‘ constructed; 
of ‘ a ‘heavy semierigid {paper{stock‘v which" “may 
readily be discarded'wh‘en it has'served its ‘pure 
pose. In' other cases'fthé pallets" are ‘returned ' to 
the shipper for re-use;""’"By arrangingJ"the..-bags 
in small" groupsrorrburidles“each' 'havingia‘pre-T 
determinednumber "of ‘bags ‘thereini' and't’sta'cke 
ing such bag bundleslin" bales as herein‘idistclo‘s‘éd, 
has'made it possible't‘o greatly‘expedite theiharev 
thing of’ bags " in " shipment “and‘ storage, "andr-in 
plants-where the emptybags-are subsequently fed 
to machines to be ?lled‘ with “various commodities 
for distribution to- the’tra'dei' "The" bales", ‘when 
supported upon -’ pallets; *as “shown in‘ Figures*9 
and; 14, may readilyv beE transported lbyj‘motoror 
handi-operate'diforki- trucksmr iotherbliftingean‘d 
transporting devices, such as is commonly‘availh 
ableiin most industrial ‘plants. 
.- In ‘addition to‘i- the‘ convenience " gained‘ ‘in the 
handling of the: bags in ‘transit '- and‘ storage," the 
bags are maintained in'a sariitarycondition at ‘all 
times, and theyare alsdmaintained‘smooth and 
flat, whereby the individualzbags of each vbundle 
may readily be handled in thepperation of'ieed 
ing theiempty bags to'various ‘forms and types of 
apparatus such as utilized .in the. packaging 
industry, I , 

InFigure 15 there "is shown a schematic. view 
illustrating variousmetho'ds of arranging’ bag 
bundles of different sizes and shapes in a bale 
during the stacking of the bag bundles therein. 
In the foregoing, each bale has been shown 

having its bag bundles disposed between semi 
stiff or rigid members 2 and 8, which may be 
made of any material applicable for the purpose. 
It is to be understood, however, that the inven 
tion is not to be so limited, as obviously the mem.. 
bers 2 and 6 may be omitted when baling certain 
forms and types of bags or containers which, 
when arranged in bundles in a bale, as featured 
in the present invention, will produce a bale 
having su?icient stability and ruggedness to ade-' 
quately withstand handling, when merely 
wrapped with the outer protective sheets 9, shown 
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lnFigure 9, or with sheets l8 and 19, shown in 
Figures 12 to 14. The particular arrangement 
of the cords or ties ‘I, 8, I0, I] and I2 may also 
be varied in accordance with the requirements 
of the particular job at hand. 
The foregoing detailed description has been 

given for clearness of understanding only, and 
no unnecessary limitations should be understood 
therefrom, and the appended claims should be 
construed as broadly as permissible in view of the 
prior art. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A method of packing a predetermined num 

ber of ?at empty bags into a bale, and wherein 
the bottom end of each bag is relatively thicker 
than the top end thereof, which consists in stack 
ing the .bags to be baled into a plurality of small 
bundles, with the bags of each bundle being dis 
posed in ?atwise relation with their bottom ends 
at one end of the bundle, whereby one end of 
each bundle is relatively thicker than its opposite 
end, placing a group of said bag bundles on one 
end portion of a supporting member in side by 
side relation, to cover substantially the entire 
surface, with the thick ends of the bundles dis 
posed adjacent an outer edge of the supporting 
member and having the top ends of the bags 
directed inwardly towards the central portion of 
the supporting member, similarly placing a sec 
ond group of bag bundles on the opposite end 
portion of the supporting member with the thin 
ends of the bundles disposed adjacent to the 
thin ends of said ?rst placed bag bundles to 
form a tier of bag bundles on said supporting 
member, longitudinally offsetting the top bags 
of each bag bundle in a direction towards the 
central portion of the supporting member to 
decrease the thickness of the thick ends of said 
bundles and to substantially equalize the thick 
ness of said tier of bundles, stacking a second tier 
of bundles upon said ?rst tier with the bundles 
of the second tier disposed in right angular rela 
tion to the bundles of the ?rst tier, and so con 
tinuing to stack the bundles in alternate tiers 
until the bale has received the required number 
of bags. 

2. A method of baling ?at empty bags in ac 
cordance with claim '1, wherein a supporting 
member similar to said bottom supporting mem 
ber is placed upon the top tier of bundles and 
cooperates with said bottom supporting member 
to protect the bags against damage when ?exi 
ble securing elements are subsequently wrapped 
about the bale to complete the formation there 
of. 

3. A method of baling ?at empty bags in ac 
cordance with claim 2, wherein an outer enclos 
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ing member or wrapper is placed directly upon /_ 

a suitable pallet, and placing said supporting 
member with the stack of bag bundles on said 
enclosing member, and subsequently wrapping 
said outer enclosing member around said sup 
porting member and the stacks of bags thereon 
to complete the formation of the bale. 

4. A method of baling flat empty bags in ac 
cordance with claim 1, wherein outer wrapping 
or protective sheets are placed directly upon a 
pallet in crossed relation, and upon which said 
bag bundles are stacked and subsequently 
wrapped to complete the formation of the bale. 

5. A method of packing a predetermined numé 
ber of ?at empty bags into a bale for shipment 
and storage, and wherein the bottom end of each 
?attened bag body is relatively thicker than the 
top end thereof, which consists in stacking the 
bags to be baled into a plurality of small bundles 
with the bags of each bundle being disposed in 
?atwise relation with their bottom ends at one 
end of the bundle, whereby one end of each 
bundle is relatively thicker than the opposite 
end thereof, placing a group of said bundles on 
one end portion of a pallet, in sidewise relation, 
with the top ends of the bags directed inwardly, 
similarly placing a second group of bundles on 
the opposite end portion of the pallet, whereby 
the two groups of bundles are disposed in op 
posed relation, thereby to complete the forma 
tion of a tier of bundles on said pallet, similarly 
placing other groups of bag bundles on said ?rst 
tier of bundles to complete a second tier, the 
bags of said second tier being disposed in cross 
wise relation to the bundles of the ?rst tier, con 
tinuing to so stack groups of bundles in succes 
sive tiers on the pallet until the bale has been 
completed to the desired height and, ?nally, 
wrapping an enclosing member around said bale 
and securing it in position thereon by an elon~ 
gated, ?exible, securing element, said pallet be 
ing spaced from the floor to permit the securing 
element to pass therebeneath, and to permit the 
insertion of a lifting fork under the pallet. 

MARSHALL C. BARNES. 
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